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East Valley rides into cycling community

Posted: Monday, March 23, 2015 10:30 am

By Tony Gennario, Special to Tribune

ast Valley cycling has taken off in recent years as the area has
become one of the most bike-friendly regions in the country.

Mesa, Chandler and Gilbert were all recognized as bronze-level bike
friendly communities in 2014 by the League of American Bicyclists (LAB).
Tempe achieved silver-level status, while, in the university category, Arizona
State was placed in the gold bracket.

The league was founded in 1880 with the mission to create a “Bicycle Friendly
America” as it travels around the country advocating for cycling improvements.

LAB’s rubric for community rankings is known as “The 5 E’s,” which includes
engineering, education, encouragement, enforcement and evaluation and
planning. Each of the East Valley cities has honed these characteristics in
various ways.

Roads and trails

One of the most important aspects in LAB’s evaluation is the number and types
of bike lanes and paths around each city.

Mesa has significantly increased its number bike lanes in accordance with the
Mesa Rides cycling initiative it introduced in 2012. The city has scattered 360
miles of designated lanes and more than 140 miles of signed bike routes along
its roads. These additions landed Mesa in the top 10 list for most miles of bike
lanes in the country as of 2014.

Tempe, while having less than half as many miles of bike lanes as Mesa, — 175
compared to 360 — has gone a step further in handling its roadside cycling. It
has implemented protected and colored lanes, alerting drivers and pedestrians
alike that cyclists have a certain right to their area on the road.

Chandler put a larger focus on specific paths when it renovated Paseo Trail, a
popular cycling route that runs along the Consolidated Canal from Riggs Road to
Chandler Boulevard between Arizona Avenue and Cooper Road. The city added
wide concrete pathways from the end of the trail to Frye Road, providing cyclists
with an easier route to the major street.

Chandler then added a major bicycle and pedestrian bridge over the 101-freeway
near the Chandler Fashion Center mall.
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Mike's Bike Chalet

Apprentice Polo Mendoza works on a bicycle at
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“The bridge … reconnected neighborhoods divided in the late 1990s when the
Price Freeway was constructed,” said Jim Phipps, a Chandler public information
officer.

Gilbert is currently putting together its Transportation Master Plan, which aims
to improve its cycling amenities on the street.

“The plan identified gaps in our bike lanes and trail system. We’re prioritizing
those and figuring out how to address those issues,” said Erik Guderian, Gilbert’s
traffic engineer.

Safety concerns

Efforts to make the road more bicycle-friendly will be meaningless to Valley
riders if they do not feel safe.

Ken St. John, Chandler resident and member of Phoenix Metro Bicycle Club
(PMBC), rides a bike around the city as his primary form of transportation,
including the seven-mile trek to and from work every day.

“Chandler has several areas where it’s not safe. They don’t have good bike
lanes,” he said. “There’s a quarter-mile stretch near my house that is the most
dangerous area I’ve ever ridden down.”

Businesses are even being indirectly affected by unsafe roads, as St. John said
there are certain places he will not go to because he can’t get there safely by
bicycle.

Mike Mah, Chandler’s city transportation engineer, said concerns about unsafe
roads often stem from an individual’s comfort of being on a busy road rather
than a designated cycling path. Mah noted the city’s 10-year run as a LAB bike-
friendly city and said its safety is an important part of that honor.

St. John understands local government’s efforts and didn’t put the entire fear
burden on the city; distracted motorists and uneducated cyclists are to blame as
well. He said he sees drivers on their phones not watching the road, as well as
cyclists riding down the wrong side of the street more often than he would like,
and believes both sides are equally at fault.

“The way to be safe for any vehicle operator is to be predictable,” he said. “They
put themselves and others in danger (when they aren’t predictable).”

East Valley cities are addressing these safety issues in a preventive fashion by
educating drivers and cyclists alike on everything from road laws to proper safe
driving and riding techniques.

Mesa offers an adult bicycle education program through the Mesa Public Library
system with around four to six classes per year. Tempe and Chandler are
putting together safety programs and finding ways to educate the public.

Bike centers

While safety is one issue to be improved, convenience is a major aspect the
Valley has set out to master. Bicycle facilities have sprouted up all over the East
Valley, with many cities even renovating older buildings to make them more
cycle-friendly.

The Tempe Transit Center on 200 E. 5th St. near Sun Devil Stadium has a bike
cellar that allows people to lock up their transportation while they move about
the city. Mesa has opened bike valets across the city, while Tempe Beach Park
is opening a valet near the end of the year. Tempe’s valet will be operated by
volunteers hoping to raise money for charity through tips and donations.

“We are entering a new era of bicycle facilities … new and state of the art,” said
Amanda Nelson, Tempe transportation public information officer.

Chandler echoes the accommodations at its transit centers, as the park and ride
at Germann Road and Hamilton Street has a plentiful selection of bike lockers.
In addition, many of the city’s public transportation services provide riders an
easy transfer to other areas of the Valley.

“The Arizona Avenue LINK (bus rapid transit) service gives bicyclists in the area
a direct connection to Metro light rail,” Phipps said in an email.
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Community bike sharing

Grid Bike Share is a program that allows users to utilize city-owned bicycles to
get from place to place. Each bright-green Grid bike has a basket on the
handlebars and a screen behind the seat that accepts credit and debit cards for
people to pay for one hour of ride time. Phoenix offers month and year-long
memberships to Grid for $30 and $79 per year, respectively, which gives
subscribers 60-minutes per day on its bicycles.

Phoenix has experienced profitability from the program and two East Valley
cities are looking to follow in its footsteps, as Mesa and Tempe each hope to
have Grid instituted in their cities in the near future.

“Our Grid Bike Share system will be up and running with the launch of the new
light rail expansion expected this fall,” said Jim Hash, Mesa’s bicycle and
pedestrian coordinator.

The locations in Mesa are yet to be determined, but Hash said the most logical
locations would be near its event centers and schools such as Mesa
Amphitheatre and Mesa Community College, along with many other spots
around the city.

Tempe hopes its student presence will make the program a successful project.
ASU is already a gold-level bike-friendly university, but the city is strongly
committed to improving its cycling conveniences even more with Grid on
campus and throughout surrounding areas.

“You don’t have to have a car to get around,” Nelson said. “We really encourage
biking as an alternative mode of transportation.”

There are currently no plans for Chandler or Gilbert to introduce Grid Bike Share
or any similar program.

Promoting cycling

Mesa and Tempe are taking a written approach in their cycling initiatives as both
cities plan to launch a new magazine for their riders. BikeLife Mesa and BikeLife
Tempe will be bi-annual publications with issues released in the spring and fall.
Mesa published its first edition on March 1, while Tempe is aiming toward a fall
2015 premiere issue.

BikeLife is a chain of cycling magazines exclusive to cities that are heavily
engaged in their cycling populations. Ten cities around the country have a
variation of the magazine, with Mesa and Tempe joining Tucson as the three
Arizona versions.

Mesa, Tempe and Chandler are putting their lanes and services to use while
taking part in Valley Metro’s annual Valley Bike Month, with events scattered
throughout each city during the 30-day period.

Mesa hosts the largest celebration with its CycloMesa weekend bringing in
more than 10,000 people each year. The three-day cycling festival, taking place
April 10-12, includes El Tour de Mesa, Bicycle Rodeo and more.

Tempe mirrors Mesa with a Tour de Tempe Community Bike Ride on April 12 as
well as a Bike to Work and School Day on April 15, while Chandler is hosting its
annual Family Bike Ride event on April 25.

These events aim to spark cycling excitement for one month, but Corinne
Holliday, Valley Metro public information specialist, said the ultimate goal is to
keep people pedaling throughout the year.

• Tony Gennario is a senior at ASU’s Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and
Mass Communication. He is an intern with the Tribune this semester. Reach him
at tribintern@evtrib.com.
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